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Inclusion criteria
-Patients seen at three ERs in Saskatoon
EDUS form or SCM documentation of 

EDUS on chart
Data collection

Charts pulled from SHR Health Records at 
three sites from May 1, 2015 to March 1, 
2016
Total of 333 patient charts, totaling 626 
scans

Standardized abstraction forms designed a priori
8 algorithms created and reviewed

Pilot chart audit to ensure standardized approach
Obtained consultative imaging reports within 

patient charts

Core EDUS Advanced EDUS

free fluid in the abdomen          shortness of breath 
pericardial effusion                    chest pain 
Intrauterine pregnancy              shock
abdominal aortic aneurysm       abdominal pain

Each chart was analyzed for the following data:
Patient demographics (age, gender, CTAS)
Indication for EDUS 
MD conducting EDUS
Concordance with other imaging (if applicable)
Appropriate integration of imaging into care 

pathway for the given EDUS indication
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333 charts reviewed - 626 completed scans
4 patients were unstable during their stay (BP <90 
systolic at any time) = 1.2%
4 physicians did 67% of scans of the 40 physicians in 
the study
15 physicians recorded 88% of total scans

94% of scans concordant with consultative imaging 
(144/153)

97% had appropriate care based on algorithm 
(527/542)
3.7% of scans documented were indeterminate

Documented EDUS was highly concordant with 
consultative imaging 
The majority of EDUS was integrated according to 
Canadian guidelines
Most EDUS data recorded was performed by a 
select few physician “super users”

Unexpected findings:
Majority of saved EDUS images were either 
mislabeled or inadequate in demonstrating the entire 
area of interest (providing proof of scan more so than 
allowing for independent analysis) 
Quality image capture likely represents a higher level 
of image generation mastery – this may lead to 
better scanning
1st trimester obstetrical scanning limited due to TA 
apporach

Limitations
Paper records & electronic medical record transition
Inclusion Bias
Under representation of certain ER physicians 
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Emergency physicians frequently use 
emergency department ultrasound (EDUS) to 
aid in the diagnosis and management of their 
patients

The Canadian Association of Emergency 
Physicians has recommended quality 
assurance measures to evaluate image 
concordance and accuracy along with 
appropriateness of the examination1

Primary objective - to determine the rate of 
concordance of EDUS with consultative 
imaging
Secondary objective - to determine if EDUS 
is being integrated appropriately into patient 
care

We suspect there is a high concordance 
between EDUS and consultative images 
We hypothesize clinicians are using 
ultrasound appropriately according to 
Canadian guidelines, and thus assisting with 
accurate bedside diagnosis 
.


